[The color and structure of the human iris. 1. Morphological studies].
The material basis of this investigation consists of empirical findings and colour photographs of the irises of 200 pairs of twins and 100 control pairs. For the morphological investigation first-born twins and control persons are combined to constitute a comparative group of 400 non-related testees. Research by means of the iris microscope and the evaluation of standardized iris photographs led to the development of a catalogue of features which describes 10 iris characteristics for the iris colour and 20 for the iris structure. For each feature different degrees of markedness are defined and their frequency is determined. Similarly, intraindividual right/left and sex differences as well as age-dependencies and the relation between the features are examined. The setting-up of features includes outlining an iris-colour class system in order to render a better and more practicable determination of eye colour possible. As a substitute for Martin/Schulz's table of eye-colour, which describes only eye-colour phenomena, 4 iris-colour classes are set up whose main criterion of classification is the quantity of pigment. When we consider the testees of all age classes, sex differences have no statistical relevance as for iris colour. Only in the case of male testees may an intensive decrease of blue and brown iris colour in favour of combination colours (yellow pigment colours in particular) be observed during the phase of puberty. Therefore, the brightening postulated in the relevant literature can be confirmed. With regard to female testees, in contrast, pigment shifting is of no statistical relevance. After a slight brightening the irises numerically re-darken at the adult-stage to the initial child level, i.e. they become "dark again" rather than just become "darker". Within the iris structure only the characteristics of the anterior stroma leaf show sex differences. They are, however, only weakly marked and can be described merely as a trend. Over the whole range of the age classes, there are no outstanding structural differences. The different iris characteristics concerning iris colour stand in a significant relation to each other. When we consider the statistically relevant relations between structural features, it becomes clear that particularly reduced and particularly intact iris characteristics correlate. Thus, we can distinguish between an intact type of iris and a reduced one. Three quarters of the testees, however, combine reduced and intact properties with medium degrees of markedness.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)